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PREFACES
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION OF

THE FIRST SERIES

In humble imitation of a prudent course, universally adopted by
aeronauts, the author of these volumes throws them up as his

pilot balloon, trusting it may catch favourable current, and de-

voutly and earnestly hoping it may go off well—a sentiment in

which his Publisher cordially concurs.

Unlike the generality of pilot balloons which carry no car, in

this one it is very possible for a man to embark, not only him-

self, but all his hopes of future fame, and all his chances of future

success. Entertaining no inconsiderable feeling of trepidation, at

the idea of making so perilous a voyage in so frail a machine,

alone and unaccompanied, the author was naturally desirous to

secure the assistance and companionship of some well-known in-

dividual, who had frequently contributed to the success, though

his well-earned reputation rendered it impossible for him ever to

have shared the hazard, of similar undertakings. To whom, as

possessing the requisite in an eminent degree, could he apply but

to George Cruikshank? The application was readily heard,

and at once acceded to: this is their first voyage in company, but

it may not be the last.

If any further excuse be wanted for adding this book to the

hundreds which every season produces, the Author may be per-

mitted to plead the favourable reception, which several of the

following sketches received, on their original appearance in dif-

ferent periodicals. In behalf of the remainder he can only entreat

the kindness and favour of the public: his object has been to

present little pictures of life and manners as they really are, and
should they be approved of, he hopes to repeat his experiment

with increased confidence, and on a more extensive scale.

Furnival's Inn, February, 1836.

xi



xii PREFACES
PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION OF

THE FIRST SERIES

The Second Edition of a work, while it affords its author an

opportunity of returning his warmest thanks to the Public, for

their favourable reception of the first impression, furnishes in

itself the best of all apologies for his again intruding upon their

notice, with a few words in his individual capacity.

The words which the Author feels it necessary to say, in the

present instance, are few indeed. He has to vindicate himself

from no censure—to notice no illiberality—to complain of no at-

tack. He has only in one single sentence, to acknowledge, with

feelings of the deepest gratitude, the kindness and indulgence

with which these volumes have been universally received, and the

unlooked-for success with which his efforts have been crowned.

If the pen that designed these little outlines, should present its

labours to the Public frequently hereafter; if it should produce

fresh sketches, and even connected works of fiction of a higher

grade, they have only themselves to blame. They have encouraged

a young and unknown writer, by their patronage and approval;

they have stimulated him to fresh efforts, by their liberality and

praise; and if they will be guilty of such actions, they must be

content to bear the consequences which naturally result from

them.

Furnival's Inn, August i, 1836.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND SERIES

If brevity be the soul of wit anywhere, it is most especially so

in a preface ; firstly, because those who do read such things as pre-

faces, prefer them, like grace before meat, in an epigrammatic

form; and, secondly, because nine hundred and ninety-nine peo-

ple out of every thousand never read a preface at all.

Some of these Sketches were written before the appearance of

the former series, and the remainder have been added at different

periods since that time. The Author ventures to hope that they

may experience as favourable a reception as the first productions
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of his pen; and that the present volume will not be considered an

unwelcome, or inappropriate sequel, to the two which preceded it.

With these few words, he gives a modest tap at the door of the

Public with his Christmas Piece, when, perhaps, he may imagine

the following dialogue to ensue, founded on the well-known pre-

cedent of the charity boys and the housemaid:

—

Publisher (to Author).

—

You knock.

Author (to Publisher).—No—you. (Here the Publisher seizes

knocker, and gives a loud knock at the door.)

Public (suspiciously, and with the door ajar).—Well; what dc

you want?

Publisher.—Please will you look at this Christmas Piece; me
and the other boy goes partners in it.

Public.—Go away; we have so many knocks of the same kind,

at this time of year, that we are tired of answering the door.

Go away.

Publisher (pushing it).—No; but do look at it, please. It's

all his own doing, except the pictures; and they're capital, let

alone the writing. (Here the Public gradually softens, and takes

the Christmas Piece in; upon which the Publisher makes a bow
and retires)—while the Author lingers behind, for one instant, to

repeat an old form with much sincerity; and to express his hearty

wish that his best friend, the Public, may enjoy 'a merry Christ-

mas, and a happy new year.'

Furnival's Inn, December 17, 1836,

PREFACE TO THE FIRST COLLECTED
EDITION

The following pages contain the earliest productions of their

Author, written from time to time to meet the exigencies of a

newspaper or a magazine. They were originally published in two
series, the first in two volumes, and the second in one. Several

editions having been exhausted, both are now published together

in one volume, uniform with the Pickwick Papers and Nicholas

Nickleby.

London, May 15, 1839.
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